
6th World Landslide Forum

Palazzo degli Affari (Florence) - 14/17 November 2023

Company Name:

Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e di Geofisica Sperimentale - OGS

Borgo Grotta Gigante 42/C

34010 - Sgonico ( TS ) - Italy

VAT / TAX identification number: 00055590327  SDI nr:____________ 

SPONSORSHIP ITEMS Details Q.ty Unit cost  Total 

Sponsorship 

* preallestito 3x2 1 € 487,00 € 487,00

grafica su pareti 1 € 625,00 € 625,00

logo su fascione 1 € 35,00 € 35,00

monitor 48" 1 € 500,00 € 500,00

assicurazione Firenze Fiera 1 € 120,00 € 120,00

Total net Sponsorship € 1.767,00

Vat (22%) € 388,74

Final Total amount € 2.155,74

Deadline to confirm the above services : 5 days starting from the date of the offer. Date of the offer: 27/10/2023

Confirmation:

1 The sponsorship confirmation will be binding upon receipt of the present contract budget duly signed and stamped.
2 The cancellation and payment policy will commence upon the receipt of your confirmation. 
3 All subsequent correspondence regarding  the defined contract terms will form integral part of the official agreement. 
4

5

6

Billing and Payment Policy:

*

*

Payment methods:

-

- Credit card (a 3% + vat credit card payment fee, may apply in addition)

Cancellation Policy:

*

*

*

*

CONFIDENTIALITY AND TREATMENT OF PERSONAL DATA

Company stamp and Legal Representative' Signature________________________________ Date:___________________________________________

Company stamp and Legal Representative' Signature________________________________ Date:___________________________________________

This Agreement is the entire agreement between the parties that have taken full vision and have accepted its entirely content.

In any case, the Contractor Company, pursuant to and for the purposes of articles 1341 and 1342 of the Civil Code hereby expressly accept what is indicated in the paragraphs "Billing and payment 

policy " and " Cancellation policy".

According to GDPR 679/2016 and D. Lgs. 101/2018, the Parties undertake to maintain and retain its employees, any confidential information and data that has been communicated to 

them or which are otherwise become aware in relation to the performance of its obligations under this contract, in compliance with all the provisions regarding the protection of personal 

data. The Parties explicitly authorize the treatment of personal data for the needs of business / accounting related to the contract and its execution.

The non-fulfilment by the client will be considered as a cancellation with the application of the foreseen consequences of penalties. 

In the event that the congress does not take place, the sponsorship will be intended as cancelled with no consequences for the secretariat, and OIC will reimburse the paid amount to the 

company with exclusion of any liability for any damage to the Sponsor

Due to the Pandemic or relating to it and/or in any case due to force majeure events, whether, shortly before the dates of the Congress, it will be necessary that the Congress itself is to be 

transformed and must be carried out in a different way from the residential one (eg virtual or hybrid), the original sponsorship will be changed to equivalent "virtual" sponsorships forms 

which will be established according to the new way of carrying out. 

The total invoice will be issued upon receipt of the sponsorship confirmation. Please advise if a PO is needed to issue the invoice. If OIC receives the PO after the issue of the 

invoice it will be applied a 40€ + vat fee to issue the credit note and the new invoice

In case the sponsorship confirmation is not received by the indicated deadline, OIC will be free to consider the request void and to re-offer it to another interested company.

Please send this confirmation back, duly filled in and signed, to: OIC by E-mail Sponsor@wlf6.org

VAT (if applicable) will be applied when services will be invoiced

In the event of a partial or total cancellation, which occurs after OIC srl has received the final confirmation and within 15/01/2023 an  amount  equal to 50% of the total participation 
In the event of a partial or total cancellation from 16/01/2023 an amount equal to 100% of the total participation contribution will be charged as penalty. 

In case the client does not fulfil the payments according to the above-mentioned conditions, OIC srl will consider the agreement automatically cancelled, according to the provisions of art. 

1456 of the Italian Civil Code, and notify the client by letter with confirmation of receipt.

All amounts must be paid within 30 days after receipt of the invoice and prior to the set-up of the Congress. This is also valid for bookings that are made later than 30 days prior to the 

Congress.

Bank transfer:  Banca Intesa San Paolo – V.le Matteotti, 20/r, Florence, Italy. Payments must be made free of bank and other charges for the beneficiary

C/C 10628 headed to OIC Srl -  SWIFT CODE: Bcititmm

IBAN IT85 V030 6902 9010 0000 0010 628 

In case of failure by the client to pay the due amount before the congress, OIC srl will not authorize the set-up of the booth or the realisation of the remaining items stated in the contract. 
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